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Workshops ◊ Keynotes ◊ Executive Coaching
Dr. Wini Curley, The Clarity & Change Catalyst, helps organizations
and executives who have been knocked sideways to come through that
challenge feeling stronger, whole, connected, and empowered. When we
try something new or deal with unwanted change, the stress and pressure
contaminates our thoughts and attitudes with doubt and fear. Those are
the enemies of positive change. Wini empowers audiences to cleanup
and detox negative beliefs and attitudes, glean the lesson from the challenge, access intuition, and use practical tools to make changes that last.

Change
Personal Growth
Communication Skills
Overcoming Challenges

For over 20 years, Wini has been a sought after environmental toxicologist, consultant, and expert witness cleaning up hazardous waste sites.
At the same time, she handled her personal challenges—a daughter with
a life threatening condition, and later her own emergency surgery and a
brush with mortality. Personal growth study became her passion, and now
her business. She is an expert at cleaning up toxic messes whether they
are out in the environment, or inside your head and heart. Her years serving corporate clients, working in small to large top tier consulting firms,
and owning her own firm provide Wini with the skills and experience to
relate to her clients in business and professional associations.

Requested Programs

DTM

Breakthrough Your Barriers:
How to Succeed at Work
and Still Have a Life

Name That Pain: 3 Simple
Tips to Make a Change That
Lasts

Bounce Back Stronger When
You Get Knocked Sideways.
A Guide for High Achievers

Ready to stop banging your head
against the same barriers? Frustrated by being pulled too many directions and not feeling great about any
of it? Learn the 5 keys to opening up
balance between all that you give
and what you get in return. Warning:
Increased enthusiasm for life and
work are a likely result.

Frustrated by not being able to stick
to a change you really want? Is staying motivated a challenge? Know you
are missing something, but can’t put
your finger on it? Discover what
holds you back and common mistakes that sabotage success and
lasting change. Stay connected to
your motivation and get your momentum going.

Things were ticking along pretty normally, and then SMACK. Life hits you
with a 2 x 4. Are you exhausted from
toughing it out? Are you so negative
you don’t recognize yourself? Find
out the key principals that help you
keep going, stay productive, process
your feelings, and gain wisdom and
confidence from the challenge.

919.960.8897

◊

wini@winicurley.com

◊

www.linkedin.com/in/winicurley

What Clients Are Saying
“ Dr. Curley implemented training for approximately 80 Relationship Bankers at BB&T and did an outstanding job. She displayed impressive teaching
and presentation skills, and engaged the audience. I received a lot of positive
feedback on her presentation. She came well prepared, and I consider her to
be a great resource. It was pleasure to work with Dr. Curley, and I encourage you to reach out to her.“ Scott Greene, Senior Vice President,

Regional Retail Banking Manager, BB&T

“ Dr. Wini Curley presented an inspiring message of optimism in the face
of change to a group of trainees. They were engaged and motivated by the
positive ideas and caring she shared. Wini was also a pleasure to work with
at every stage of planning her talk. Many thanks from the instructors and students! “ Jennifer Miller, Asst. Professor, USC Sol Price

School of Public Policy

“

Wini provides honest, non-confrontational and easy to implement solutions to challenging internal issues. Her insight is invaluable. I highly recommend her to those who are attempting to make changes (from simple to major) in their lives, businesses or careers. “

Wini Curley, PhD

Brian Scott, Entrepreneur, VP Aggie Technologies

Partial Client List
Associations

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Association Executives of North Carolina

Attorneys

BB&T Bank
Durham County Health Department

Entrepreneurs

Fleet Feet

Executives

Garden Environments

Medical Professionals

National Association of Women Business Owners
Orange County Child Support Services

Women
919.960.8897

IntraHealth

University of North Carolina
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